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Correlation between micromagnetism and tunnel magnetoresistance
in magnetic tunnel junctions using artificial ferrimagnets
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The impact of the micromagnetic configuration on transport properties of magnetic tunnel junctions is
presented. An artificial ferrimagnet system~AFi!, made of two ferromagnetic layers with different magnetic
moments antiferromagnetically coupled by exchange interactions through a Ru spacer layer, is used as a hard
magnetic subsystem of the magnetic junction. Magnetic-force microscopy studies have shown that the mag-
netization reversal in artificial ferrimagnet systems occurs through the formation of Ne´el-type 360° domain
walls. The stability of these walls is demonstrated to be different in the two magnetic layers of the AFi. These
aspects have major effects in magnetic tunnel junction devices, due to the extreme sensitivity of spin tunneling
to spatial variations in local magnetic order. The large tunnel magnetoresistance~TMR! of our samples, in the
range of 20–30 % at room temperature, makes the tunnel junctions highly sensitive to magnetic fluctuations. A
sharp switching of the soft magnetic layer upon field reversal prevents a domain structure from occurring in the
soft magnetic layer, in the field window used for our micromagnetic studies. The tunnel device can thus be
used as a sensitive probe for measuring small magnetic fluctuations associated with micromagnetic defects,
domains, and walls in the AFi system. These fluctuations modulate the resistance of the tunnel junction and are
fully reflected in the shape and the amplitude of the TMR signal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spin-polarized tunneling in magnetic tunnel junction
made of alternating layers of magnetic metals and insulat
has attracted much attention since the discovery of large
nel magnetoresistance~TMR! at room temperature.1 This ef-
fect relates to the fact that quantum tunneling of electr
between two ferromagnetic electrodes separated by a
insulator is a spin-dependent phenomenon. The tunne
probability of electrons and therefore the resistance of a
nel junction is controlled by the relative orientation of th
magnetization in its ferromagnetic electrodes. In pract
this requires a pair of electrodes for which the orientation
each magnetization can be reversed independently. C
monly, a magnetically hard-soft system is used for this p
pose. While the methods used to obtain the soft layer
quite the same, they differ significantly for the hard lay
Growth-induced uniaxial anisotropy or exchange biasin
ferromagnetic layer using an antiferromagnetic layer h
been extensively used to fix the magnetization of the h
layer.2 However, uniaxial anisotropies are difficult to contr
and the rigidity of exchange-biased films shows in gener
rapid decrease when increasing temperature.

We report here an alternative way to harden a magn
film by using an artificial ferrimagnet subsystem~AFi! made
of two ferromagnetic layers with different magnetic m
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~1!/580~14!/$15.00
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ments, antiferromagnetically coupled by an exchange in
action through a nonmagnetic spacer. The main advanta
of such hard subsystems are the large thermal stability~up to
250 °C) and the high coercive field of the net magnetizat
~up to 0.6 kOe! achieved by varying the thickness of the tw
magnetic layers, these two features being of essential im
tance for potential sensor applications. A large number of
combination of metals gives rise to the appearance of
oscillatory antiferromagnetic coupling,3–9 but only a few are
suitable for such applications. The antiferromagnetic c
pling strength must be as large as possible in order to du
cate the domain structure of one layer in the other. As will
shown in this paper, this is the key factor to pin the larg
magnetic moment against rotation and in this way to incre
the magnetic rigidity. Since the highest coupling strength
been measured in Co/Ru/Co~Ref. 6! and Co/Rh/Co
sandwiches,10,11our choice has turned towards the use of
as a spacer.

This paper is devoted to the examination of the fie
dependent micromagnetic behavior of Ru-based artificial
rimagnets and the analysis of the consequences on the t
port properties in magnetic tunnel junctions which use t
AFi as a magnetic hard layer. A systematic analysis of
magnetic properties of the constituent layers~the single lay-
ers! reveals that the behaviors of the two AFi magnetic la
ers, during the magnetization process, are substantially
580 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 61 581CORRELATION BETWEEN MICROMAGNETISM AND . . .
ferent. Besides the different shapes of the magnetoresist
~MR! curves as a function of the stacking sequence of
constituent layers, the overall shape of the MR loop can
explained within our model. A microscopic study of the d
main structure of the AFi subsystem by magnetic-for
microscopy~MFM! gives insights on the magnetization pr
cesses responsible for the magnetization reversal. Evid
is given that reversal occurs through irreversible antiph
domain structure,9 which gives rise to Ne´el-type 360° do-
main walls after rotation of the magnetization in each d
main. We demonstrate that these generated walls persist
the reversal has occurred up to higher field values in the
layer than in the thick layer. The source of wall pinnin
relates to the fluctuation of the exchange coupling betw
the two ferromagnetic layers. The correlation between m
roscopic transport measurements and the microscopic d
bution of magnetization shows that the presence of a dom
structure leads to the appearance of different resistance c
nels and therefore has a direct consequence on the T
signal.

In this paper, we present a comprehensive analysis of
correlation between micromagnetics and tunnel transpor
magnetic systems that use the artificial ferrimagnet. The
per is organized as follows: Sec. II provides information
growth conditions and fabrication of the tunnel junctions
well as discussion of the importance of the stack design
the quality of the tunnel barrier, which is critical for th
transport properties. In Sec. III, the concept of the artific
ferrimagnet is explained and described using macrosc
magnetization and transport measurements. Results are
pared with experiments on single layers to illustrate the
ditional source of wall pinning associated with the exchan
coupling and the consequences on the magnetic rigidity
Sec. IV, the micromagnetic structure of both single lay
and coupled layers is described, supported by magnetic-f
microscopy experiments under magnetic field. We desc
the formation of the domain structure and the occurrence
Néel-type 360° walls. In Sec. V, we illustrate the impact
the domain structure on the tunnel magnetoresistive sig
We emphasize the presence of 360° walls, further suppo
by the tunneling transport experiments, and we discus
detail the stability of those walls which are formed in t
artificial ferrimagnet.

II. MULTILAYER FILM PREPARATION
AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Growth and study of the buffer layer

Since quantum tunneling between metal electro
through an insulating barrier is known to be strongly dep
dent on the morphology of the metal-insulator interfac
much effort has been put into optimizing the flatness of th
interfaces. To ascertain the quality of the interfaces, we h
optimized the growth of a complex buffer layer which lea
to AFi subsystem with characteristics close to those achie
in high quality molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE! grown
samples.6,12

The entire growth of the multilayer film was donein situ,
in a high vacuum alliance concept sputtering system havin
base pressure of 231028 mbar. Figure 1~a! shows a typical
layer sequence with the stack of a Cr/Fe/Cu buffer layer
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Si~111!, a Ru-based AFi subsystem~Co/Ru/Co or Co/Ru/
CoFe!, an Al2O3 tunnel barrier, a CoFe/Fe detection bilaye
and a Cu/Cr capping bilayer.

Reproducible characteristics of the magnetic active lay
have been achieved by first growing a Cr~1.6 nm!/Fe~6 nm!/
Cu~30 nm! buffer layer on a previously sputter-etched 3 in
diameter Si~111! wafer. The topographic and magnetic pro
erties of the magnetic active part of each sample have b
optimized as a function of Cu and Fe thickness. As a p
liminary, changes in the topography of the surface of
buffer and topmost AFi Co or CoFe layer were studied a
function of the Fe and Cu layer thickness, usingex situ
atomic-force microscopy~AFM!. The buffer roughness wa
found to decrease with increasing Fe thickness and decr
ing Cu thickness. The addition of a Cr seed layer, neces
to obtain a higher coercivity of the AFi magnetic layer
reinforces this trend. The best compromise was obtained
setting the thicknesses of the Cr, Cu, and Fe to 1.6, 6, an
nm, respectively. The 30 nm Cu layer ensured a small re
tance of the bottom current lead of the junctions~buffer
layer! as compared to the resistance of the barrier in the fi
sensor devices,13 as well as a magnetic decoupling of the F
seed layer and AFi structure. A thickness of 6 nm of Fe w
sufficient to achieve a suitable buffer smoothness, while
troducing a parasitic magnetic signal sufficiently small so
not to hinder the interpretation of the magnetization curv
recorded on the complete junction stacks.

By using such Cr/Fe/Cu buffer layers, a reasonable s
face roughness of the hard subsystem topmost layer
achieved~peak to peak and rms values of 8 and 1.8 Å,
spectively!, irrespective of the Ru and Co or CoFe lay
thickness. Notice that a significant increase of the surf
roughness was eventually observed after the formation of
Al oxide layer on top of the AFi subsystem. The peak
peak and rms roughness then reached 13 and 3 Å, res
tively.

B. Growth and study of the tunnel barrier
and the magnetic soft layer

The Al oxide barrier was formed using the oxidation tec
nique developed by Greiner.14 This technique allows the oxi

FIG. 1. ~a! Magnetic tunnel junction~MTJ! stack design:
Si~111!/Cr~1.6 nm!/Fe~6 nm!/Cu~30 nm!/Co~1.8 nm!/Ru~0.8 nm!/
Co~3 nm! or CoFe~3 nm!/Al 2O3~1.5 nm!/CoFe~1 nm!/Fe~6 nm!/
Cu~10 nm!/Cr~5 nm!. ~b! Transmission electron microscopy~TEM!
cross section image of the MTJ stack.
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582 PRB 61C. TIUSAN et al.
dation process to be carried out within a standard comm
cial sputtering plant without the need of accessing a sepa
chamber having a glow discharge plasma source. An Al la
is first deposited on top of the AFi subsystem. The subst
table then serves as a cathode for generating a rf Ar2

plasma. A competition thus occurs at the Al surface betw
sputter etching by Ar ions and oxidation by oxygen ion
which leads to a self-limited oxidation process. In this stu
the rf power density was set to 0.05 W/cm2, the partial pres-
sure of both Ar and O2 gases to 931023 mbar, and the
oxidation time was optimized by x-ray photoelectron sp
troscopy experiments to obtain fully oxidized Al barriers f
a given thickness of the as-deposited Al~details can be found
in Ref. 15!. The optimization of the oxidation time is a
extremely important step, in order to avoid over and un
oxidation of the barrier, both known to result in detrimen
effects on the magnetic tunel junction~MTJ’s! magnetotrans-
port properties.16

A magnetically soft system was sputtered on top of the
oxide tunnel barrier. The so-called detection bilayer~DL!
used in our MTJ, consisting of Co50Fe50 ~1 nm!/Fe~6 nm!
bilayers have a coercive field smaller than 20 Oe, driv
mainly by the 6 nm thick Fe layer. The CoFe layer increa
the electron polarization in the magnetic layer adjacent to
oxide barrier. In agreement with the Jullie`re model,17 an en-
hancement of the TMR signal is expected by the use o
CoFe mixture because of the larger spin polarization of C
compared to Co~larger average magnetic moment of Co
CoFe!.

The multilayer stack shown in Fig. 1~a! is illustrated by a
cross section transmission electron microscopy~TEM! image
in Fig. 1~b!. It gives an insight on the MTJ multilayer se
quence, with a zoom on the Al oxide tunnel barrier. T
TEM image indicates that the small roughness observedex
situ by AFM is conserved after depositing the rest of t
stack. Furthermore, it shows that the roughness of the la
is correlated~corrugation of interfaces! as illustrated by the
TEM image @Fig. 1~b!#. Roughness-induced large fluctu
tions in the thickness of the different layers are theref
avoided, leading to high quality tunnel barrier without pi
holes which would act as hot conduction points.

In order to perform tunnel transport measurements,
as-deposited 3 inch wafers, containing the stack descr
above, were patterned in four UV lithography-etching ste
into large arrays of junctions with square-shaped tunnel b
rier of nominal surface areasS510310, 20320, and
50350 mm2. Detailed information on the wafer processin
is described elsewhere.18 The junctions were measured
room temperature15 using a conventional four-point tech
nique with a dc voltage source.

The magnetic properties of the as-deposited multila
films were studied at both macroscopic and microsco
scales. The macroscopic magnetization curves were m
sured using an alternating gradient field magnetomete
room temperature. At a microscopic scale, the domain st
ture has been observed using a magnetic-force micros
~MFM! in zero and finite in-plane applied fields up touHu
5600 Oe. The MFM setup consists of aNanoscope Dimen
sion 3100equipped with a magnetic CoCr coated Si t
magnetized along the tip axis. The scans have been
formed at about 30 nm above the surface in the tapping
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~interlace! mode developed by Digital Instrumental. Th
mode allows us to disentangle the long-range magnetic
the short-range topographic information during the same
age acquisition. Since the detected signal~frequency shift of
the vibrating cantilever! is proportional to the second deriva
tive of the local field, this technique provides a good sign
to-noise ratio.

III. MACROSCOPIC MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

The use of the artificial ferrimagnetic structures as h
subsystems in a tunnel junction device requires the un
standing of its magnetic response when submitted to an
ternal applied field. The artificial ferrimagnet consists of
asymmetric trilayer stack composed of two Co or Co a
CoFe layers of different thicknesses, both layers being a
ferromagnetically coupled by exchange interaction throug
nonmagnetic spacer layer. The top layer is thicker and
therefore a larger momentm1, than the bottom layer with
momentm2. In this work, Ru has been used as a spacer la
mainly due to its high coupling strength.12 The magnetic
layers consist of either pure cobalt layers~Co/Ru/Co! or Co
and CoFe~Co/Ru/CoFe! which allow us to investigate a
large range of gain in rigidity, as will be shown in the pr
ceeding sections~III A, III B !. The antiferromagnetic~AF!
coupling of both systems shows similar coupling strength
well as an oscillatory behavior as a function of Ru thickne
(tRu), with maxima attRu53 Å andtRu58 Å, the signature
of interface quality comparable to MBE grow
samples.6,5,12,19In this study, a Ru layer thickness of 0.8 n
has been used to increase the thermal stability of the AFi
avoid the presence of a biquadratic coupling that exists
Ru thicknesses in the range of 4–6 Å.12

A. Magnetic macroscopic properties
of an artificial ferrimagnet

The room-temperature magnetization of a typical AFi s
tem: Buffer/Co~1.8 nm!/Ru~0.8 nm!/Co~3 nm!/Al 2O3(2 nm)
is shown in Fig. 2~a!. The insets describe the relative orie
tation of the magnetic moments at different fields along
decreasing field branch from the positive saturation fi
(1Hs) to the negative saturation field (2Hs). The topmost
arrow gives the net magnetic moment orientation of the th
Co layer,m1, the middle arrow the thin Co layerm2, and the
bottom arrow the Fe layer included in the buffer layermFe.
Decreasing the field from1Hs saturation, a first hysteresi
appears in the flank region in a field range varying from 4
kOe @Fig. 2~a!#. This hysteresis is attributed to the develo
ment of a domain structure during the reversal of the t
AFi layer9 with the smallest magnetic moment (m2). The net
magnetic moment remains oriented along the applied p
tive field. Consequently, the magnetic moment of the th
AFi layer (m1) remains oriented along the positive fie
while the magnetic moment of the thin AFi layer (m2) re-
verses to be oriented opposite to the field. Furthermore, s
the magnetic layers are polycrystalline, the local sense
rotation of the magnetic moments inside a layer can be
fluenced by thermal activation, small inhomogeneities of
cal exchange interactions or local anisotropy. Therefore,
gions spaced far enough to overcome the excha
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interactions will rotate clockwise or counterclockwise, lea
ing to the appearance of magnetic domains when decrea
the applied field. By further decreasing the applied field,
domain structure in the thin magnetic layer, and theref
this hysteresis, disappears and theM -H curve shows a pla-
teau for which the net magnetization remains constant.Hp
51.5 kOe measures the width of the plateau in a posi
field ~Fig. 2!. On the plateau, the magnetizations of bo
magnetic layers are strongly antiferromagnetically coup
and each layer is uniformly magnetized. The width of t
plateau is given by the following expression:20

Hp5~m12m2!/~m11m2!Hs . ~1!

This width defines the operational field window of the tunn
device using the AFi subsystem. Therefore, we focus
investigation on minor loops for applied fields2Hp<H<
1Hp . In a negative applied magnetic field, the Fe lay
switches first abruptly at 20 Oe followed by the continuo
reversal of the net magnetization of the AFi. This reversa
completed when the net moment (m12m2) is oriented along
the negative field direction, giving rise to a plateau in t
negative side of the curve. On this plateau, the magn
moments of both magnetic layers are again mutually firm
antiferromagnetically coupled. The gain in rigidity, induc
by the AF coupling of the two magnetic layers of the A
system is given20 by the ratioQ @total magnetic moment a
saturation over net magnetic moment at the plateau, i.eQ
5(m11m2)/(m12m2)#. This theoretically predicted gain in
rigidity is experimentally verified by comparing the coerci

FIG. 2. ~a! Magnetization curve of a typical AFi subsystem
buffer / Co~1.8 nm! / Ru~0.8 nm! / Co~3 nm! / Al 2O3. ~b! Zoom on
the AFi magnetization curve (61 kOe) (2s2) and comparison
with the magnetization curve of a single cobalt layer made on
same conditions (2h2).
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fields of the AFi (.400 Oe) and the single cobalt layer
(.100 Oe) @Fig. 2~b!#. The rigidity of a single magnetic
layer stems from the frictional torque against rotation, ori
nated from the microscopic~local! anisotropy of the ran-
domly oriented crystallites that constitute the layers. The l
ers do not exhibit any pronounced macroscopic magn
anisotropy in the plane of the films. As shown in Fig. 2~b!,
the AFi amplifies21 the magnetic rigidity of a single magneti
layer that enters in its structure by the factorQ ~here Q
.3). Consequently, the magnetic properties~i.e., coercivity!
of the single magnetic layer strongly determine the rigid
of the AFi. Therefore, the larger the coercivity of the sing
layer, the better the magnetic response of the AFi for the
as a hard layer. The next paragraph describes the best
ditions used to achieve a large coercivity for the single m
netic layers of the AFi.

B. Magnetic macroscopic properties of a single Co
and CoFe magnetic layers

The macroscopicM -H loops of a buffer/Co~3 nm! single
layer covered by 3 nm of Ru were studied. As a buffer lay
we have used the optimized Cr~1.6 nm!/Fe~6 nm!/Cu~30
nm!. The switching of the Fe buffer corresponds to the ste
change ofM at low fields ~20 Oe! and is not further dis-
cussed~Fig. 3!. The corresponding hysteresis loop shows
gradual reversal of the Co layer, with a coercive field
about 100 Oe, in contrast to a steep switching and a la
coercivity for a Co layer grown on the same buffer but co
ered with Cu, for which the coercive field is about 250 O
@Fig. 3~a!#. It appears that by capping with Ru, the softeni
of the Co layer was caused by the interfacial mixing betwe
Co and Ru. Several explanations converge towards the
that at the interface, Ru is strongly intermixed with Co
comparison with a very low intermixing degree in the case
Co/Cu.22 Due to the granular structure of Co, Ru can diffu
between the grains at the interface and decrease the mag
thickness and the exchange coupling between the grains.
chemical affinity of these elements tends to mix the int
face, independently of the deposition technique. The in
mixed region is over 3 ML at each interface.12

To overcome the magnetic consequences of intermix
in the case of Co and Ru, we have added Fe in the Co la
since Fe and Co show a large chemical affinity being tota
miscible. Due to a higher chemical affinity between Co a
Fe than between Co and Ru, the mixing of the Co50Fe50/Ru
interface has been strongly reduced. An experimental pr
is given in Fig. 3~a! where the magnetization curves of th
Co50Fe50 sample capped with Ru seem to be identical
those of the Co capped with Cu. Indeed, the coercive fiel
high ~more than 220 Oe!, 2 to 3 times higher than in Co/Ru
layers grown on the same buffer layer and the magnetiza
reversal is much sharper. Moreover, a systematic study
magnetization versus thickness of a pure CoFe film cap
with Ru has shown that only half of a monolayer is magne
cally dead at the interface while more than two atomic lay
are magnetically dead for pure Co capped with Ru.

The advantage of building Co/Ru/Co50Fe50 artificial fer-
rimagnets instead of Co/Ru/Co is related to the larger co
civity of Co50Fe50 compared to the coercivity of a single C
layer capped with Ru. In this way a large rigidity of the AF
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584 PRB 61C. TIUSAN et al.
can be achieved by a smaller amplification factorQ. Indeed,
as shown in Fig. 3~b!, the rigidity of Co/Ru/CoFe with
Qexp52 is similar to the one observed for the Co/Ru/Co s
tem with Qexp53. This has strong effects in the doma
structure developed during the magnetization reversal, as
will be shown in the next paragraph.

C. Transport properties of MTJ using the artificial
ferrimagnet as a hard magnetic layer

We have investigated in detail the two following magne
tunnel junctions, for which the only difference is the topmo
AFi magnetic layer:S1: @hard subsystemCo/Ru/Co#/Al 2O3/
@soft bilayerCoFe/Fe# andS2: @hard subsystemCo/Ru/CoFe#
/ Al 2O3 / @soft bilayerCoFe/Fe#. The M -H and correspond-
ing TMR loops forS1 andS2 @shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#
measured in the operational field window of the tunnel
vice, demonstrate the influence of the magnetic behavio
the hard subsystem on the shape of the TMR signal. In
positive part of the plateau@Fig. 4~a! corresponding to
Co/Ru/Co/Al2O3 /CoFe/Fe tunnel junction#, the detection
bilayer and the topmost~thick! layer of the AFi are aligned
along the field direction. Consequently, a parallel configu
tion of magnetization for the layers adjacent to the bar
induces a high probability of tunneling and so a small res

FIG. 3. ~a! Magnetization curve of single Co~3 nm! layer sput-
tered on Si~111!/Cr~1.6 nm!/Fe~6 nm!/Cu~30 nm! buffer layer
capped with Ru (2d2) and Cu (2 s 2). The Co50Fe50 ~3 nm!
capped with Ru, sputtered on the same buffer layer, has sim
properties (2h2) with the cobalt single layer capped with Cu.~b!
Magnetization curve for Co~2 nm! / Ru~0.8 nm! / Co50Fe50 ~3 nm!
AFi in a field range of61 kOe (2s2) by comparison with the
single Co50Fe50 ~3 nm! layer performed under the same conditio
(222). The experimental enhancement of rigidity gives a fac
(Qexp52).
-

e

t

-
of
e

-
r
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tance of the MTJ. By reversing the applied magnetic fie
the detection bilayer reverses its magnetization inducing
antiparallel configuration responsible for a high resistance
MTJ. This antiparallel state is preserved as long as the
magnetic moment of the AFi, (m12m2), remains rigid and
oriented along the positive field direction. As soon as
reversal of the net moment (m12m2) is completed, the mag
netization of the topmost layer of the AFi becomes ag
parallel with the detection bilayer giving rise to a small r
sistance of the MTJ device. The shape and the amplitud
the TMR signal are modified by using the Co/Ru/Co50Fe50
AFi as a magnetic hard layer in the MTJ device, as shown
Fig. 4~b!. One of the significant advantages of usin
Co50Fe50 at the interface with the tunnel barrier is that th
amplitude of the TMR signal is enhanced from 22% to 30
due to the higher spin polarization at the Co50Fe50/oxide in-
terface. Particularly important is that the antiparallel st
does not give a flat plateau in the TMR curve as shown
Fig. 4~a!. This confirms that the AFi system is not a full
magnetically homogeneous and rigid block but consists
domains which start to develop in negative field. The diffe
ence in shape of the TMR curves for the Co/Ru/Co50Fe50
AFi stems from differences in the reversal characteristics
this hard subsystem in comparison with Co/Ru/Co.

The reversal process as well as the signal height is c
trolled by the field-dependent micromagnetic structure of
two coupled magnetic layers. Understanding this require
detailed analysis of local MFM features together with cor
lation of the MR curves, which is the purpose of the ne
section.

IV. MICROSCOPIC MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Models for magnetization reversal rely on the well-know
ripple domain configuration in thin magnetic films.23–28 The

ar

r

FIG. 4. ~a! Magnetization curve of a typical Co/Ru/Co
Al2O3/CoFe/Fe stack (222) in a field range of61 kOe, corre-
lated with the TMR curve (2s2). ~Inset! Minor TMR loop for
the detection layer in a field range where the AFi acts as a r
block. ~b! Influence of the AFi magnetic properties on the TM
signal shape and amplitude. The MH and corresponding T
curves for the MTJ having Co50Fe50 as the top layer of the AFi
interfaced with the tunnel barrier (2s2) differ in shape and am-
plitude from the corresponding case when the top layer of the
system is Co (222). M -H curves are measured on planar~ref-
erence! films, grown in the same sputtering run with the wafe
used for patterning junctions.
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Co and CoFe alloy layers are polycrystalline and are mad
small magnetic grains coupled by exchange interactions.
a macroscopic scale, the layers are magnetically isotro
due to a random orientation of the easy magnetic axis of e
grain. However, on a microscopic scale an effective lo
anisotropy can be defined as well as an effective correlat
where the length scale is characterized by the exchange
relation lengthl ex. This correlation length is very sensitiv
to spatial variations of the anisotropy, to the magnetic m
ment, and the coupling strength between grains and to t
mal fluctuations. Therefore, a spatial fluctuation ofl ex is ex-
pected over the layer surface. The coupling strength depe
on the thickness of the magnetic film.28 Micromagnetic cal-
culations show that for small thicknesses and wea
coupled grains, the reversal of the layer magnetization p
ceeds by rotation of the individual grain magnetic momen
A characteristic ripple structure starts to appear when ei
the thickness or the coupling between the grains
increased.28

A. Magnetic microscopic properties of a single layer

The magnetization reversal for a Co50Fe50~3 nm! single
layer covered with Ru is illustrated in Fig. 5 using a magn
tization curve and a set of corresponding MFM images
tained at specific applied fields. By reducing the exter
field from positive saturation to zero, dark and bright co
trasts corresponding to magnetic charge accumulations b
to form, consistent with randomly distributed small fluctu
tions of the magnetization orientation relative to the fie
axis direction. This domain structure is created by indep
dent rotation of magnetization from site to site as we proc
from saturation towards zero applied field. When the field
reversed, the moments inside uniformly magnetized regi
weakly coupled with the neighboring regions will rotate fir
in agreement with the increase of contrast in the MFM ima
@Fig. 5~b!#. Then, increasing the negative field, the magne
zation inside the tightly coupled regions will start to rota
When regions with a different sense of rotation of their lo
magnetization meet, correlated Ne´el walls start to establish
as shown from the fine correlated structures which appea
Fig. 5~c!. As the negative field further increases, the neig
boring moments are dragged in the field direction by
change interactions, increasing the effective length of
360° Néel walls, as evidenced in the MFM images Figs. 5~d!
and 5~e!. Appendix A shows that the MFM signal is consi
tent with the stray fields for a 360° wall. The walls rema
pinned at fields higher than fields for which the reversal
the magnetization in domains is almost completed. This
shown in Fig. 5~e!, where isolated stable 360° walls are st
present despite the absence of charge accumulation w
the regions separated by the walls,~absence of contrast! in-
dicating that in domains the magnetization is fully align
along the direction of the field. This unstable situation~the
center of the wall has its magnetization oriented opposi
to the field! is overcome at fields of 300 Oe, large enough
allow the wall to escape from the pinning centers@Fig. 5~f!#.
The distribution of depinning fields is consistent with t
gradual disappearance of the 360° walls observed in
MFM images.

These reversal features are sketched in Fig. 6. The fig
shows a model for the evolution of the magnetic mom
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distribution in uniformly magnetized regions, as a functi
of a negative applied fieldH. The clockwise rotation of the
bottom left momentmbl , and counterclockwise rotation o
the bottom right momentmbr , give rise to a region where th
torque is compensated and therefore the magnetic mome
this center regionmbc remains along the positive saturatin
field direction@Fig. 6~a!#. With the increase of the negativ
applied field, the rotation ofmbr andmbl proceeds and lead
to the appearance of two 180° winding Ne´el type walls@Fig.
6~b!#. Since the lateral extension ofmbc ~shaded region in the
figures! does not exceed the size of the 180° walls, the m
netization rotates continuously from thembc to the mbl di-

FIG. 5. A successive set of MFM images for buffer/Co50Fe50 ~3
nm! magnetization reversal at some significant magnetic-field v
ues, indicated on the attachedM -H curve: ~a! 0 Oe, ~b! 245 Oe,
~c! 2170 Oe, ~d! 2220 Oe, ~e! 2260 Oe, ~f! 2300 Oe. During
the reversal connected Ne´el walls appear. Black arrows point linea
and circular isolated stable 360° walls.
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rection. Therefore, the region separatingmbc from mbl can
be described as a single 360° winding Ne´el-type wall where
the center is ascribed tombc . As the negative field increase
the neighbor moments will be dragged in the field direct
by exchange interactions. Consequently, correlated 3
Néel walls will form increasing the effective wall length a
sketched in Figs. 6~c! and 6~d!. After the reversal is com-
pleted, for fields larger than the local pinning fields, walls
segments of walls disappear@Fig. 6~f!#.

B. Magnetic microscopic properties of the artificial
ferrimagnet system

As shown in the previous section~IV A !, the competition
between the local anisotropies and the exchange interac
govern the development of the domain structure in sin
magnetic films. In the AFi system, the AF coupling betwe
the two magnetic layers adds anadditional contribution to
the nucleation and stability of the domain structure. Inde
roughness-induced variations in the Ru spacer thickness
duce inhomogeneities in the AF coupling distribution th
hinder a rotation in unison of the layer’s magnetization a
act as nucleation and wall pinning centers!. Consequently,
the density of walls increases in comparison with a sin
layer and their stability under a reversed applied field is
hanced by the AF coupling. These assumptions are suppo
by the field-dependent microscopic magnetic analysis in
AFi’s with different net moment, Co~1.8 nm!/Ru~0.8 nm!/
Co~3 nm! and Co~2 nm!/Ru~0.8 nm!/Co50Fe50~3 nm!. Figure
7 compares the MFM images of these two systems, m
sured at characteristic field values. The results allow us
analyze the field-dependent magnetic properties of an a
cial ferrimagnet when decreasing its net magnetic mom
Similarly to the single magnetic layers, when decreasing
field from saturation, uniformly magnetized regions appe
whose effective magnetic moments are aligned within
angle bisected by the direction of the positive saturat
field. The MFM contrast of the remanent state~not shown! is
then similar to the one observed in a single CoFe layer@Fig.
5~a!#. When reversing the field the moments inside the ar
presenting the smallest coupling~direct lateral exchange cou
pling and indirect AF interlayer coupling! will rotate first.
The sense of rotation of the moments is determined by
local effective anisotropy. Increasing the negative fie

FIG. 6. Sketch showing how connected Ne´el walls are formed
during reversal in a negative magnetic field. In an AFi system, e
magnetic moment has its antiferromagnetic image mirrored in
other magnetic layer, due to the strong AF coupling.
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causes the magnetization inside the areas with stronger
pling to start to rotate. Large domains separated by 3
Néel-type walls appear at the end of reversal (M /Mplateau5
20.90) when most of the regions have reversed their m
netization.

The reversal mechanism of the artificial ferrimagnet n
magnetic moment differs from that of a single layer by t

h
e

FIG. 7. MFM images on Co/Ru/Co~a! and Co/Ru/CoFe~b!,
showing the appearance of long connected Ne´el walls during the
reversal of the net magnetic moment and their stability in a nega
magnetic field. The main difference between Co/Ru/Co and Co/
CoFe consists of a lowerQ value in the CoFe case, which plays a
important role in the stability of the walls. A successive set of MF
images for both Co and CoFe artificial ferrimagnets at signific
fields are shown:~a! 2250 Oe, ~b! 2350 Oe, ~c! 2400 Oe, ~d!
2600 Oe together with the correspondingMH curves. Black ar-
rows point isolated stable 360° walls.
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presence of the interlayer coupling that enhances local
tions against rotation. The development of the 360° wall
more pronounced in the AFi coupled systems than in
single films @Figs. 7~b! and Fig. 5~c!#. Fluctuations in the
antiferromagnetic coupling strength and the AF duplicat
of the domain structure from one layer to the other, incre
the density of the 360° walls. Due to the strong interlay
coupling, the features are mirrored in both AFi magne
layers with antiparallel Ne´el walls. This has a strong impac
on the stability of the walls. While the thick layer develo
walls with centers opposite to the field direction~similar to
the single layers case!, in the thin layer the mirrored walls
have their centers along the field direction, which mak
them energetically very stable~see Appendix B!. At a critical
field, the wall in the thick film disappears by collapse~the
center of the wall, oriented opposite to the field, shrink!.
The expansion of the center part of the wall in the thin la
is prevented by the strong AF coupling with the thick lay
which is oriented along the field direction. The stable wa
located in the thin layer pin the walls in the thick layer due
the exchange coupling, up to fields at which the Zeem
energy overcomes the exchange.

This is consistent with the micromagnetic observations
annihilation of walls in the thick layer. Indeed, as shown
Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!, the 360° walls subsist up to large field
located in the AF plateau, for which the magnetization
wall adjacent domains is completely reversed. The fi
needed to annihilate the 360° Ne´el walls in the thick layer is
inversely proportional to theQ factor20 ~which determines
the relative difference between the magnetization of the
layers! because of the larger rigidity of the magnetizatio
when Q decreases. The MFM observations@Figs. 7~c! and
7~d!# show that the stability of the 360° walls is increas
when the net moment of the AFi gets smaller. The lar
density of the remaining domain walls when measured at
same field in the case of Co/Ru/Co compared to the Co/
CoFe~smaller net magnetic moment in Co/Ru/Co than in
Co/Ru/CoFe! is a good indication that the total restorin
torque induces a pressure on the domain wall that is pro
tional to the net moment.20

To summarize, we have shown that the reversal of
artificial ferrimagnet in the plateau occurs through the f
mation of 360° walls. After the reversal occurs, these wa
become unstable in the thick layer and the field at which t
collapse is inversely proportional to theQ factor. In contrast,
in the thin layer, the walls remain very stable in the ope
tional field window, and start to collapse at fields close to
end of the plateau. The field evolution of the domain str
ture governs the transport properties of the tunnel device
test our interpretations, we have performed MR experime
in several configurations including swapping both layers,
sults which are reported in the next section.

V. MAGNETOTRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF TUNNEL
JUNCTIONS USING ARTIFICIAL FERRIMAGNETS:

IMPACT OF THE DOMAIN STRUCTURE IN THE SHAPE
AND THE AMPLITUDE OF THE TMR SIGNAL

The artificial ferrimagnet system acts as a rigid block o
for applied fields usually below 250 Oe, less than the op
ating field window@Fig. 4~a!, inset concerning a minor TMR
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loop#. Outside this field window, the magnetization of th
artificial ferrimagnet is locally disturbed and therefore
clear extended plateau could be observed in the resist
versus applied field MR curve. The shape of the MR curv
is therefore strongly dependent on the microscopic magn
characteristics of the AFi. How the local structure pertur
the MR signal is sketched in Fig. 8. The two following p
rameters are at the origin of the proposed scenario. First,
tunnelling current decreases exponentially with distan
through the barrier. Therefore, the preferential conduct
channels are the shortest paths for electrons to travel ac
the insulator. Because of that, the most important factor
termining the magnitude of the tunneling current is the re
tive local orientation of the ferromagnetic moments direc
across the barrier. Secondly, the TMR signal depends o
on the magnetic configuration of the magnetic layers loca
directly at the interface with the tunnel barrier. A direct co
sequence of these two features is that the domains and
main walls give rise to conduction channels with differe
resistances determined by the lateral fluctuations of the a
between the magnetic moments of the magnetic layer in c
tact with the tunnel barrier. When the detection bilayer ha
single domain configuration after switching, the TMR sign
is only sensitive to the magnetic structure of the topm
layer of the AFi. Much effort has been put on optimizing th
magnetic properties of the DL which consist of Co50Fe50~1
nm!/Fe~6 nm! bilayers. The magnetization curve of the d
tection bilayer shows a square loop, with a coercive fi
smaller than 20 Oe and the magnetization reversal ta

FIG. 8. ~a! The influence of the 360° walls on the resistance
the MTJ sensor.~b! MFM image associated with the model dis
played in~a! showing the 360° walls which appear in the top lay
of the AFi during the reversal of its net magnetic moment.~c!,~d!
The MTJ junction is modeled by a network of in-cascade res
tances determined by the different resistance conduction chan
corresponding to walls and, respectively, domains as a functio
the relative orientation of magnetization in detection bilayer and
top layer of the AFi system.
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place in a field range less than 2 Oe.15 Therefore, for applied
fields above 30 Oe, the reversal of the detection bilaye
completed and it can be considered as being in a sin
domain state. Consequently, only the magnetic state of
topmost layer of the AFi will influence the MR signal. A
shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! correlated with Fig. 7, the do
main structure of the top layer of the AFi and especially
360° Néel-type walls, having the magnetization in their ce
ter opposite to the magnetization of the domains, w
strongly influence the amplitude and the shape of the T
signal. While the detection bilayer forms a single doma
state oriented along the direction of the field, domains se
rated by 360° Ne´el-type walls are created in the AFi durin
its reversal in the negative applied field. The walls in t
topmost AFi layer, in contact with the tunnel barrier, gi
rise to high resistance channels in the tunneling process
cause of their antiparallel alignment of magnetization w
the detection bilayer. In contrast, the magnetic domains g
rise to low resistance channels@Figs. 8~c! and 8~d!# because
of the parallel alignment of the local magnetization with t
detection bilayer@see panel Fig. 8~c!#. The resistance of a
certain spin conduction channel, determined by a region
cated in the top layer of the AFi where the magnetizat
makes an angleu relative to the detection layer magnetiz
tion’s orientation, can be estimated

r 5
1

2
~r P1r AP!1

1

2
~r P2r AP!cos~u!, ~2!

wherer P andr AP are resistances of the same spin conduct
channel in a parallel (u50) and antiparallel (u5p/2) con-
figuration, respectively. Because of the existence of sev
spin channels, the resistance of the tunnel junction can
described by a set of parallel high and small resistan
corresponding to either a domain or a domain-wall-orient
respectively, parallel or antiparallel to the detection bilay
Most importantly, the situation will be totally opposite whe
reversing the detection bilayer from an initial magnetic st
in which 360° walls are still present in the topmost layer
the AFi. In such conditions, the domains constitute cond
tion channels with high resistance having their magnetiza
oriented antiparallel with the magnetization of the detect
bilayer, while the walls constitute low resistance chann
@Figs. 8~c! and 8~d!#. Acting like shortcuts, the presence o
walls will not allow the resistance of the junction to reach
maximum value.

By using the model of an in-cascade-resistances netw
calculations concerning the variation of the MTJ resista
induced by 360° walls give a value of aboutDR/R53.5% at
H52600 Oe. The density of walls was estimated from t
corresponding MFM image@Fig. 7~d!# and the one wall con-
duction channel resistance was computed by taking into
count the 360° wall profile cos„u(x)…. The calculatedDR/R
is in reasonable agreement with the value extracted from
corresponding TMR curve shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!
(DR/R55%). Thedifference can be attributed to local fluc
tuations in the orientation of magnetization inside the d
mains. These fluctuations are fully reflected in the MF
contrast as amagnetic roughnessinside a domain that de
creases gradually when increasing the magnetic field tow
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domain magnetization saturation@Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!#. These
predictions have been tested in several experimental con
rations as described below.

A Illustration of the domain structure effect
on the TMR signal

Figures 9 and 10 summarize three different magnetic
tories to illustrate the low and high resistance channels
voked by the presence of domain structure. Each fig
shows the magnetization and the corresponding TMR cu
completed with a micromagnetic sketch drawn to show
view of the magnetic configuration in the tunnel junctions
some characteristic fields. In each panel, the direction of
detection bilayer~DL! and the external field are represent
as well as the distribution of magnetization within the thi
and the thin magnetic layers of the AFi, illustrated by the t
and bottom lines of arrows, respectively. The gray areas
cate the center of the 360° Ne´el-type wall in each of the
layers.

FIG. 9. Influence of the 360° walls on the shape of the TM
curve for Co/Ru/Co/Al2O3/CoFe MTJ. A sketch of the micromag
netic configurations for barrier adjacent magnetic layers~detection
bilayer DL and the layers of the AFi stack! is presented on some
significant fields in the TMR curves.~a! Magnetization curve for
the Co~1.8 nm!/Ru~0.8 nm!/ Co~3 nm!/Al 2O3/CoFe~1 nm!/Fe~6 nm!
MTJ stack.~b! The TMR curve for the Co~1.8 nm!/Ru~0.8 nm!/
Co~3 nm!/ Al 2O3/CoFe~1 nm!/Fe~6 nm! stack. The topmost layer o
the AFi stack is the thicker layer. The 360° walls formed in t
thick layer, during reversal, are unstable and disappear by shrin
after completion of the reversal.~c! The TMR curves is displayed
for the Co~3 nm!/Ru~0.8 nm!/ Co~1.8 nm!/Al 2O3/CoFe~1 nm!/Fe~6
nm! MTJ. Here, the topmost layer of the AFi stack is the thinn
layer. In the thin layer, the 360° walls are stable in an external fie
having their center oriented along the field direction, they will d
appear just after leaving the AF plateau, in the flank toward sat
tion. ~d! Sketch of the micromagnetic configurations for barrier a
jacent magnetic layers~detection layer DL and the layers of the AF
stack! at some significant fields in the MH and TMR curves.M -H
curves are measured on planar~reference! films grown in the same
sputtering run with the wafers used for patterning junctions.
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1. Major loop, thick magnetic layer of AFi in contact
with the tunnel barrier

Let us first consider the case where the topmost laye
the artificial ferrimagnet is the thick magnetic layer. For th
purpose, the magnetization@Fig. 9~a!# and the corresponding
TMR @Fig. 9~b!# curves have been measured on a Co~1.8
nm! / Ru~0.8 nm!/ Co~3.0 nm! / Al 2O3 / CoFe~1 nm! / Fe~6
nm! magnetic tunnel junction. The thick layer is then in co
tact with the tunnel barrier and therefore its magnetic beh
ior governs the shape and amplitude of the TMR signal. P
to the measurement, the sample was saturated in a pos
applied field and therefore all magnetic layers are expec
to be in a single-domain state@state~a! of Figs. 9~a!, 9~b!,
and 9~d!#. In the AF plateau, the layers of the AFi are firm
antiferromagnetically coupled. The decrease of the posi
applied field leads to the appearance of uniformly mag
tized regions whose effective magnetic moments are alig
within an angle bisected by the direction of the positive sa
ration field@Fig. 9~d! state~b!#. These domains are separat
by regions where the torque on the magnetic moment
zero defining the location of the emerging 360° walls. T
magnetic state, antiferomagnetically duplicated in the t
magnetic layer by the exchange coupling, is the source of
small increase of resistance on the (a-b) branch of theM -R
curve in Fig. 9~b!. After the switching of the DL, corre-

FIG. 10. ~a! Minor loop and corresponding TMR curves of th
Co~1.8 nm!/Ru~0.8 nm!/Co~3 nm!/Al 2O3/ CoFe~1 nm!/Fe~6 nm!
MTJ in a field range where the 360° walls are preserved in the th
layer ~the reversal is not completed in negative field!. The domain
structure in the top layer of the AFi is clearly evidenced on
TMR signal, the walls act as high resistive channels due to t
center opposite to the detection bilayer.~b! Micromagnetic sketch
showing the magnetic configuration in the barrier adjacent magn
layers~AFi and DL! at some significant values of the applied ma
netic field.
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sponding to a sharp increase of resistance@Figs. 9~b! state~c!
and 9~d! state~c!#, the resistance decreases slowly. Inde
the clockwise and counterclockwise rotation of the uniform
magnetized domains proceeds continuously and is mirro
in the thin magnetic layer@Fig. 9~d! state ~d!#. The 360°
walls formed in the thick magnetic layer during its revers
are unstable. The magnetic moment at the center of the w
@Fig. 9~d! state~e!# are oriented opposite to the field directio
and disappear after completion of the topmost layer reve
@Fig. 9~d! state~f!#. However, the 360° walls formed in th
thin magnetic layer during its reversal are very stable.
deed, they have their center moments@Fig. 9~d! state ~e!#
oriented along the field direction. Applied fields higher th
the Hmax51 kOe accessible in our experimental setup
just not strong enough to complete the saturation of the
layer ~the walls in the thin layer disappear just in the fla
towards saturation!. Since the thick magnetic layer is satu
rated in a negative applied field of2Hmax521 kOe, its be-
havior on the (2Hmax,Hmax) branch of the MR curve is simi-
lar than the (Hmax,2Hmax) branch. So, the MR curve is
symmetric. The validity of this model is further supported
additional measurements performed on a magnetic tun
junction for which the thin layer of the AFi is in contact wit
the tunnel barrier.

2. Major loop, AFi thin magnetic layer in contact
with the tunnel barrier

The stability of the 360° walls in the thin magnetic lay
at negative applied fields of2Hmax521 kOe is exemplified
by the transport properties of Co~3 nm! / Ru~0.8 nm! /
Co~1.8 nm! / Al 2 O3 / CoFe~1 nm! / Fe~6 nm! MTJ @Fig.
9~c!#. While its M -H curve is identical to the reversed ca
@Fig. 9~a!#, the MR curve shows a large asymmetry in t
signal@Fig. 9~c!#. Here, the topmost layer of the AFi stack
the thin layer and therefore its field-dependent microm
netic structure governs the shape and amplitude of the T
signal.

Here again, prior to measurement, the sample was s
rated in a positive applied field and therefore all magne
layers are in a single-domain state@State~a! of Figs. 9~a!,
9~c!, and 9~d!#. In contrast to the previous case, the res
tance of the MTJ is then maximum because of the antipa
lel alignment between the magnetization of the DL and
thin magnetic layer@Fig. 9~d! state~a!#. Only small fluctua-
tions in the orientation of the magnetization, duplicated
the thin magnetic layer by the exchange coupling, explain
almost constant resistance on the (a-b) branch of the MR
curve @Fig. 9~c!#. After the reversal of the DL, a sharp de
crease of resistance occurs because of the parallel align
of both adjacent layers,@Figs. 9~c! state~c! and 9~d! state
~c!#. By further increasing the field, the resistance value
creases slowly due to the clockwise-counterclockwise ro
tion of the uniformly magnetized domains in each magne
layer of the AFi@Fig. 9~d! state~d!#. The existence and sta
bility of the 360° walls in the thin magnetic layer up to hig
negative fields is demonstrated on the TMR curves wh
never reach the high resistance state obtained in the pos
saturated state@state~a!#. As shown in Figs. 9~d! state~f! and
8~d!, the walls act as low resistance channels, the directio
the center of the walls being oriented along the magnet
tion of the detection bilayer. By reducing the applied fie
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from 2Hmax521 kOe to zero, the rotation of the uniforml
magnetized domains in each magnetic layer proceeds@Fig.
9~d! state~g!# and the resistance slowly decreases. Here,
collection of parallel resistances is composed of high re
tance channels~for which the magnetizations of the domain
are nearly opposite to the magnetization of the DL! and by
low resistance channels~for which the network of 360° do-
main walls have their center magnetization parallel to
magnetization of the DL! @Fig. 8~d!#. The resistance obtaine
at zero field depends clearly on the density of walls wh
remained at2Hmax @Fig. 9~d! state~g!#. In Figs. 9~c! state
~h! and 9~d! state~h!, the two networks of resistances a
almost equivalent and therefore, the reversal of the DL gi
rise to a small variation of the TMR signal. Then, the furth
increase of resistance is related to the rotation of the ma
tization within the domains and the annihilation of the wa
@Fig. 9~d! state~j!#.

3. Minor loop, AFi thick magnetic layer in contact
with the tunnel barrier

The process of magnetic reversal and the collapse of
unstable 360° Ne´el-type walls in the thick magnetic layer i
exemplified in Fig. 10 using measurement of minor M
curves. We must keep in mind that in this sample the th
magnetic layer is again in contact with the tunnel barri
The field decreasing branch of the MR curve in Fig. 10~a! is
the same as in Fig. 9~b!. Increasing the field in the negativ
direction gives a curve which is identical to Fig. 9. Howev
the process is not reversible. Stopping before saturation
point ~d! and decreasing the negative field towards zero, t
increasing the field in the positive direction, leads to a cl
irreversible change in the TMR signal. This indicates clea
that the reversal of the thick layer in point~d! is not yet
completed. A network of 360° walls and fluctuations of ma
netization in domains~magnetic roughness! still exists @Fig.
10~b! state~d!# in the thick layer, too. In a decreasing neg
tive field the resistance increases gradually due to a s
relaxation of magnetization in the uniformed magnetized
mains towards the direction of the positive saturating fi
@Fig. 10~d! state~e!#. In this negative field branch, the 360
walls are stable. By reversing the field, the DL switches le
ing to a jump in the MR signal. At this characteristic fie
@panel 10~b! state~f!#, the center of the 360° walls is paralle
to the detection bilayer while the domains are still nea
opposite to the direction of the DL. The amplitude and es
cially the sign of the jump in the MR curve@state~f! of Fig.
10# is of particular importance. Indeed, a steep drop of re
tance in the MR curve indicates that the switch of the DL h
activated a predominant low conductive channel, associ
with the network of walls. Interestingly, the conductio
channels associated with the domains are of much hig
resistance but do not dominate the resistive process sinc
resistance of the sample decreases after the switch of the
This irreversible process confirms the validity of the mod
of resistances in cascade associated to magnetic domain
domain walls.

In this paper, the existence of stable and unstable w
and their influence on the magnetoresistance of the tu
sensor have been demonstrated. For overcoming the ef
on the TMR signal of stable walls located in tunnel barr
adjacent magnetic layer, artificial ferrimagnets with a sma
e
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Q ~so a smaller gain in rigidity! have to be used in MTJ
devices. However, a large coercivity for hard layers
needed because it provides a large magnetic rigidity. T
alternative to obtaining high rigidity is to build AFi with
single magnetic layers having large coercivities. Con
quently, a given rigidity of the AFi can be reached by am
plification of a larger rigidity of a single layer by a smallerQ
factor ~larger net magnetic moment!. Therefore, the stability
of the walls will be decreased. Results on systems with
ferent amplification factors Co/Ru/Co (Q54) and
Co/Ru/Co50Fe50 (Q52) have shown that similar rigidities
are reached by starting from a higher coercivity in the case
the CoFe single layer. As shown in Fig. 7, the stability of t
walls is much more pronounced in the AFi with the higherQ
and its consequence is relevant on the TMR curves. The fi
window in which the resistance remains constant is invers
proportional with the amplification factor, for constant coe
civities @Fig. 4~b!#. This result is consistent with the increas
of the density of reminiscent walls at large fields for largerQ
factor as shown in Fig. 7~d!, which compares the situation
for Co/Ru/Co and Co/Ru/CoFe samples.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In a magnetic tunnel junction device, the spin-depend
phenomena are strongly dependent on the magnetic sta
the two magnetic metal-oxide interfaces. The resistance
the junction depends on the relative orientation of the t
magnetic layer magnetizations. When the magnetic lay
that are in contact with the barrier form a domain structu
the resistance of the junction is strongly influenced. The
versal of the AFi was investigated in detail, supported
local MFM imaging and TMR results. We have shown tha
reduction in the TMR signal is correlated with the existen
of 360° walls in the AFi top layer. This leads to tunnelin
channels with different resistances, determined by the r
tive local orientation of the magnetizations in the two ma
netic layers separated by the tunnel barrier. The tunne
device, having the AFi subsystem in a multidomain config
ration, has been modeled by a network of resistances in
cade. Each resistance corresponds to a section in the jun
containing a magnetic domain or a magnetic domain w
with a given local orientation relative to the detection b
layer. One of the most significant results of our study was
demonstration of the tunnel device as a sensitive probe
measuring small magnetic fluctuations associated with
cromagnetic defects, domains, and walls. These fluctuati
which modulate the resistance of the tunnel junction are fu
reflected in the shape and the amplitude of the TMR sign
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APPENDIX A: ANALYSIS OF MFM CONTRAST
FOR A 360° WALL

The MFM tip, magnetized only in thez perpendicular
direction, probe the second derivative of the stray fieldz
component30,31 in a phase detection mode.29 Figure 11~a!
presents a MFM image of a 360° circular wall that separa
uniformly magnetized regions@see Figs. 5~e!, corresponding
to a CoFe single layer!. From the associated magnetizatio
loop ~Fig. 5!, we observe that the magnetization is mos
reversed at the field which corresponds to this wall profile
all the domains have the magnetization oriented along
negative field direction. The contrast is given only by t
stray field of the wall that subsists after the magnetizat
reversal. The magnetic structure of the wall, propos
by Heydermanet al.,32 Gillies et al.,33 and Choet al.36 is
shown in Fig. 11~b!, and can be used to explain all types
expected contrast for different 360° walls orientation, re
tive to the field direction and domain magnetization.

We have simulated the MFM contrast for two particu
situations concerning the orientation of the wall: the wall
parallel or perpendicular to the field direction. Each config
ration is defined by a certain magnetization profile34,35

MW (x,y,z):

MW i~x,y,z!5
c1

2

c1
21@~x2m1!/D!] 2

1
c2

2

c2
21@~x2m2!/D!] 2

,

~A1!

FIG. 11. Measured MFM contrast~a! and the magnetization
configuration ~b! for a 360° circular wall. The simulated MFM
contrast, computed in two situations where the wall is either para
or perpendicular to the field direction.~c! are in good agreemen
with line sections on the measured MFM images~d!.
s

o
e

n
d

-

-

M'~x,y,z!5c1 arctan@~x2m1!/D#1c2 arctan@~x2m1!/D#.
~A2!

Parametersc1 ,c2 ,m1 ,m2 ,D are adjusted to fit the corre
sponding wall profile of widthD. In each case, thez com-
ponent of the stray fieldHd

z was calculated from the densit
of magnetic charger(x,y,z) corresponding to a 360° wall.

r~x,y,z!52¹•MW ~x,y,z!. ~A3!

A scalar potentialf, obtained from the Poisson equation

Df~x,y,z!524pr~x,y,z!, ~A4!

allows us to compute the stray field

Hd~x,y,z!52¹f~x,y,z!, ~A5!

and subsequently, the MFM signal proportional wi
]2Hd

z/]z2. Results of the simulation@Fig. 11~c!# show a
good agreement with line sections on the MFM images@Fig.
11~d!#.

APPENDIX B: STABILITY OF 360° WALLS
IN THE ARTIFICIAL FERRIMAGNET LAYERS

This section provides the analysis concerning the stab
of 360° Néel type walls, in an artificial ferrimaget system
The total energy in an antiferromagnetically coupled syste
with in-plane magnetization, submitted to an external fie
H, can be expressed as37,38

«~H !5E H AF t1S du1

dx D 2

1t2S du2

dx D 2G
1KL@ t1 sin2 u11t2 sin2 u2#J dx

1E $J@sinu1 sinu21cosu1 cosu2#

2MH@ t1 cosu11t2 cosu2#%dx, ~B1!

whereu1 ,u2 describe the orientation of the magnetization
each layer relative to the field direction. The first set of ter
contains the intralayer exchange~A! and local anisotropy
(KL), that determine the shape and the energy of the
coupled domain walls in the system. The magnetostatic
ergies due to the divergence of the magnetization in the
plane, varying as sin2 u are included inKL . The second se
of terms contains the interlayer coupling energy and the Z
man energy in an applied fieldH. For example, in a static
configuration without any magnetic field or exchange A
coupling, the energies of independent 180° walls ares1,2

54AAKL.
During the reversal of the net magnetic moment, antif

romagnetically mirrored 360° walls appear in each layer
the AFi system. To estimate the stability of these walls
simplified model is proposed. Centered one above anot
antiferromagnetically mirrored volumes in the thin and in t
thick layer of the artificial ferrimagnet, are considered.
each volume we suppose a 360° wall.l1 and s1 are the
perimeter and the surface of the wall in the thick AFi lay
~thicknesst1), andl2 ands2 are the perimeter and the su

el
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face of the wall in the thin layer~thicknesst2). In the thick
layer the domain magnetization is oriented along the fi
direction and the magnetization of the center of the w
opposite to the field direction. In the thin layer the doma
magnetization is opposite to the field direction, while t
center of the wall has the magnetization along the field
rection. The total energy of this ‘‘two walls’’ configuratio
«2(H) is calculated and compared with the energy for
‘‘one wall’’ configurations for which~i! the wall disappears
in the thick layer and subsists in the thin layer«1

1(H) or ~ii !
the wall disappears in the thin layer and subsists in the th
one«1

2(H):

«2~H !52MHS@ t12t222~s1t12s2t2!#

1s~l1t11l2t2!22J~S/22s11s2!, ~B2!

«1
1~H !52MHS~ t12t212s2t2!1sl2t222J~S/22s2!,

~B3!

«1
2~H !52MHS~ t12t222s1t1!1sl1t122J~S/22s1!.

~B4!

The difference in energy between the ‘‘two wall’’ and ‘‘on
wall’’ configurations is

D«1~H !5«2~H !2«1
1~H !

52MHs1t11sl1t122J@2s22s1#, ~B5!

if the wall disappears in the thick layer and subsists in
thin layer, at a given value of the applied fieldH. This pro-
cess becomes energetically favorable whenD«1.0, true at
applied fields

H.
J@2s22s1#2sl1t1/2

Ms1t1
5Hxc2Hanisotropy. ~B6!
ys
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The stability of the wall is determined by the balance b
tween Zeeman1 domain-wall energy~which tend to anni-
hilate the wall in the thick layer! and the AF coupling energy
~which tends to preserve the wall acting as a pinning sour!.
The higher the coupling strengthJ, the higher the critical
field where the wall disappears in the thick layer. The high
the local anisotropy, for a given value ofJ, the smaller the
critical field. The larger the magnetic moment of the thi
layer, the smaller the critical field,~higher pressure exerte
on the wall!. The values of the critical fields~extracted from
MFM images by analyzing the disappearance of walls a
function of the applied field!, give local measures of cou
pling strength and anisotropies.

If hypothetically, the wall would disappear in the thi
layer and would subsist in the thick one, the variation
energy would be

D«2~H !5«2~H !2«1
2~H !

522MHs2t21sl2t222Js2 . ~B7!

This process is energetically unfavorable, leading to a m
netic state with a higher energy, in the field range at wh
360° walls are supposed to collapse.

In conclusion, at the end of domain magnetization rev
sal, 360° walls exist in the two layers of the AFi system. B
increasing the applied field, walls disappear in the thick la
by shrinking their center part. This occurs at a critical fie
which depends on the local antiferromagnetic coupl
~which acts as an additional pinning parameter! and on the
local anisotropy. The walls located in the thin layer a
stable, having their center aligned along the field directi
For these stable walls, the Zeeman and the AF coupling
ergy both act as pinning sources.
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